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Perfected
Unification with Dao
´ A key principle of Daesoon
Jinrihoe is “the perfected
unification with Dao”
(Dotong jin’gyeong,
). This refers to the
realization of earthly
immortality in an earthly
paradise

One Family, In Peace

´ In fact, the world will become one
clan or family, and all humanity will
be governed without force and
punishment, according to divine
laws and principles. Officials will be
moderate and wise. Humans will be
free from worldly desires

A Joyful Kingdom
´ The three kinds of disasters coming
from water, fire, and wind will
disappear from the world. Humans
will be given freedom from diseases
and death (i.e. eternal youth and
immortality). They will be able to
travel freely wherever they wish, and
their wisdom will be so complete that
they will know all the secrets of
present, past, and future. And the
whole world will be an earthly
paradise filled with bliss and joy

Why Do We Like It?

´ We are (supposedly down-to-earth) Westerners, yet this notion of an earthly paradise
fascinates us. I would argue that this is largely due to the multiple (if neglected) influences of
Western esotericism, and that a key figure in this respect is Russian painter Nicholas Roerich
(1874-1947). To illustrate this thesis, we should travel to different parts of the world

Scene 1 - Shambhala

Shambhala and Agartha

´ Two notions often confused should be
disentangled, Shambhala (the
common Tibetan spelling of the
Sanskrit Sambhala) and Agartha.
Shambhala is mentioned in the
Kalachakra Tantra (early 11th century)
as a mythical kingdom whose
existence is physical, yet at the
border with the metaphysical

The King of Shambhala

´ The Kalachakra Tantra
includes a millennial
prophecy: the king of
Shambhala will come again,
and fight a final battle for the
triumph of righteousness and
Buddhism, ushering in an
earthly paradise

Maitreya and Gesar
of Ling
´ The future manifestation of Shambala is
connected with two distinct sets of
prophecies: about a latter-day kingdom
of the Maitreya Buddha and about the
return of the mythical King Gesar of Ling,
which according to Tibetan, Mongolian,
and other traditions was a legendary
hero and ruler of the early Middle Ages

Scene 2: The Hollow Earth – or Paris

Agartha in Paris
´ Unlike Shambhala, the concept of
Agartha is not traditional. We find it in
Paris, used first by French occult novelist
Luis Jacolliot (1837-1890, left) in 1873,
more or less as a synonym of
Shambhala. It became popular in
Western esotericism in 1910, when the
book Mission de l’Inde, by Alexandre
Saint-Yves d'Alveydre (1842-1909),
originally written around 1886, was
published, one year after the death of
his author

The Subterranean Kingdom

´ Saint-Yves claimed that Agartha was actually a physical place, only it existed underground,
under the mountains of Asia. It was the residence of the Master of the Universe and of the
most advanced civilization of our world

Multiple Esoteric Sources

´ Saint-Yves combined two different narratives. That
Masters hidden somewhere between India and Tibet
wielded great power had been taught by Madame
Helena Blavatsky (1831-1891) and her Theosophical
Society. That a hollow Earth harbored an underground
high-level spiritual center had been suggested in
Britain , before Saint-Yves, by novelist and politician
Edward Bulwer-Lytton (1803-1873, right: The Coming
Race, 1871) and medium and Theosophist Emma
Hardinge Britten (1823-1899: Ghost Land, 1876)

W.G. Emerson and
The Smoky God
´ But was all this symbol, metaphor, or
reality? Among the first to claim that it
was absolutely real was Chicago lawyer
and businessman Wills George Emerson
(1856-1918). In 1908, he published The
Smoky God, allegedly an account
written by a Norwegian sailor, Olaf
Jansen, who had found near the North
Pole the entrance to a subterranean
kingdom, whose capital was the original
Garden of Eden. Occultists quickly
claimed Jansen had found Agartha

Enter
Ossendowski
´ Much more seriously was taken
Polish explorer Ferdynand
Ossendowski (1876-1945). He
had traveled to Central and
Eastern Asia and had played
an ambiguous role in the
political game between Russia,
China, and the West to control
the three strategically crucial
areas of Tibet, Mongolia, and
Xinjiang

Beasts, Men and
Gods
´ In 1922, Ossendowski published Beasts,
Men and Gods. He claimed to have
collected evidence about the
underground kingdom of Agartha,
where the King of the World reigned. He
also mentioned a prophecy that, as
human corruption will increase, “the
peoples of Agharta will come up from
their subterranean caverns to the
surface of the earth” to establish a
righteous kingdom

An Evening in Paris

´ We are still in Paris, though. There, on July 26, 1924, the editor of the prestigious Nouvelles
Littéraires, Frédéric Lefèvre (1889-1949), invited Catholic philosopher Jacques Maritain (18821973, right), historian of Asia René Grousset (1885-1952), and esoteric author René Guénon
(1886-1951, left) to debate Ossendowski (center), who was visiting France

Guénon and Le Roi du monde
´ Grousset and Maritain remained skeptical, but
Guénon found in Ossendowski, together with
“unbelievable” tales and passages simply
derived from Saint-Yves and others, original
and valuable information. The debate
influenced Guénon’s decision to publish in
1927 Le Roi du monde (whose first part
appeared in December 1924 in the Italian
esoteric journal Atanòr), where he discussed
the theory of a “king of the world” and of
hidden spiritual centers located in Asia

A Confusing Question
´ A plethora of secret societies mentioned
Agartha and Shambhala. Their leaders
were not necessarily expert of Asian
religion and legends, and often confused
the two notions. For the Western practical
mentality, the main question was whether
Shambhala or Agartha would come out
from wherever secret place they were and
really establish an earthly paradise, which
would also imply dealing with the current
political circumstances. This question will
generate a special interest in Russia and
the United States

Scene 3: Moscow

Turning East: Buddhist Aristocrats
´ Russia, in the early 20th center, witnessed
the birth of a great politico-religious
utopia of earthly paradise. Anti-Western
aristocrats such as Prince Esper Uhtomskij
(1861-1921) converted to Buddhism and
proclaimed that Russia could affirm his
superiority over the materialistic West only
by building a Buddhist empire. It would
include Tibet, Mongolia, and China, and
prepare the advent of the millenarian
kingdom of Shambala

The Mysterious Lama Dorzhiev

´ Through Uhtomskij and others, Buryat Buddhist leaders such as Agvan Dorzhiev (18541938) met wit Czar Nicholas II (1894-1917), hinting at the fact that they represented
mysterious Asian brotherhood and perhaps the Masters themselves. They endorsed the
legend that the Romanov Czars were descendants of the Kings of Shambhala, and
urged them to recreate a Shambhala on earth

A Buddhist Cult of Lenin

´ The Czar, who was a good Orthodox Christian, did not take these proposals very
seriously. Dorzhiev was among those who believed, after 1917, that the plan for
Shambhala may be realized by the Bolsheviks. For a while, he even promoted a cult
of Lenin (1870-1924) among Mongol and Buryat Buddhists

The Rise and Fall of
Barchenko
´ Soviet biologist and occultist Alexander
Barchenko (1881-1938) was among
those who researched the physical
location of Shambhala and Agartha.
Interested for a while, Stalin (1878-1953)
finally lost patience with these theories
and had both Lama Dorzhiev and
Barchenko executed (or killed in jail) in
1938

The Roerichs
´ However, there was somebody
the Soviets respected more,
and who had very similar ideas.
The Russian painter Nicholas
Roerich, together with his wife
Helena (1879-1955), had been
receiving for years messages
from the two main Masters who
had spoken to Blavatsky, Koot
Hoomi and Morya. He even
claimed he had seen them in
person in Hyde Park in London
in 1920

A Theosophical Schism, Agni Yoga

´ The messages were rejected
by the Theosophical Society,
which led the Roerichs to
establish their own
Theosophical organization,
Agni Yoga, which is still in
existence to this day

A Buddhist Temple in Saint Petersburg

´ Roerich had met Dorzhiev in 1909, when both were involved in the construction of the Buddhist
Tantric temple of Saint Petersburg, and heard from him tales of Agartha and Shambhala. By
then, at age 35, Roerich was already recognized as one of Russia’s greatest artists

Painting the Masters
´ Roerich repeatedly portrayed the
Russian saint Sergius of Radonezh (13141392), whom he regarded as an
incarnation of Master Morya. Saint
Sergius played an important part on
Roerich’s mysticism of Russia, which he
saw as the quintessentially spiritual
nation, called to ally herself with the
Masters, unite with China, Tibet, and
Mongolia, and realize Shambhala, the
earthly paradise

New Insights
´ In the last few years, the opening of the Soviet
archives, several Ph.D. dissertations on the Roerichs,
the availability online of Helena’s diaries, and the
publication of the journals of Sina Fosdick (18891983), Roerich’s close associate and successor as
leader of Agni Yoga, have revolutionized our
understanding of the painter and his wife. It is now
clear that he received from the Masters, particularly
Allal Ming (i.e. Morya), messages not less important
than his wife’s, which directed him to establish an
earthly paradise in Central Asia
Allal Ming, as sketched by Roerich
after he saw him in London’s Hyde
Park in 1920

Buddhism and
Communism
´ Until 1921, Allal Ming told Roerich that
the Bolsheviks would not last. Later,
however, he changed his mind, and
revealed that Lenin had been an
emissary of the Masters. He directed
Roerich to contact the Soviet authorities
and propose to them a “BuddhoCommunist” utopia. The Bolsheviks
understood it as a great federation of
Communist republics from Poland to
China, but for Roerich it was in fact the
gateway to the earthly paradise of
Shambhala

Stalin and
Agartha
´ Roerich also believed that
huge subterranean areas in
Central Asia were, in fact,
Agartha. Archival documents
reveal that he was taken very
seriously by prominent Soviet
leaders such as Commissar for
Trade Leonid Krasin (18701926), Foreign Minister Georgy
Chicherin (1872-1936), and
Stalin himself. Through Roerich,
both Chicherin and Stalin
received messages from the
Masters

Strange
Expeditions
´ The Soviets helped the
Roerichs in their Asian
expeditions in 1925-1929.
Stalin believed that
Roerich would promote
the Russian interests in a
crucial strategic area.
The Roerichs, however,
were looking for the
Masters, Shambhala,
and the establishment of
a millenarian kingdom
centered on the Altai
mountains

Roerich as King of the
Earthly Paradise
´ The ruler of this kingdom was not to be
Stalin, but Roerich himself. The Masters
revealed that he was the reincarnation of
the 5th Dalai Lama (1617-1682), a key
figure in the political history of Tibet, and
the claim was endorsed by some Tibetan
monks. Although this is disputed, scholars
such as French historian Dany Savelli
suggest that during his 1925 trip to Kashmir
and Ladakh, Roerich also identified
himself with the Buddha Maitreya and a
returning King Gesar of Ling

Scene 4: New York

America, Another Messianic Country

´ In 1930, Soviet policy changed. Stalin decided
to disentangle himself from the political games
of Central Asia, and had no further use for
Roerich’s utopias. The painter, however, had a
Plan B. With all his pan-Asian dreams, Roerich
(and the Masters talking to him) also admired
the United States and believed they would
play a messianic role in the future

Roerich in New York, 1929

The Master Building
´ The Roerichs had lived in New York between 1920
and 1923, where they had found followers and
wealthy patrons, who helped them build the Master
Building at 330 Riverside Drive (still in existence, but
no longer associated with Roerich’s movement),
named after (and whose plans were dictated by)
Master Morya himself

Roerich and Henry Wallace
´ When Roerich became disillusioned with
Stalin (and vice versa), he put his hopes in
Henry A. Wallace (1888-1965), Secretary of
Agriculture and later vice-president of
Franklin Delano Roosevelt (1882-1945).
Wallace was a member of Theosophy’s
Liberal Catholic Church and did believe in
the Masters and their messages. He
supported yet another Asian expedition of
Roerich, in 1933-1934

In Search of the Earthly Paradise, Again

´ Again, the expedition was presented to the Congress by Wallace as a way of advancing
American interests in Central Asia. Wallace, however, knew of the grand messianic plans of
Roerich, and that the Masters had prophesied that his Asian earthly paradise would be
inaugurated in1936

“Cult” Accusations
´ The US, however, were not Soviet
Russia. Wallace’s opponents found out
the truth and accused Wallace of
belonging to a “cult,” an accusation
which later effectively torpedoed his
1948 presidential campaign
´ FDR came out of the controversy clear,
although archival documents
indicated that he too received
messages from the Masters through the
Roerichs, and maintained at least a
sympathetic and curious attitude
FDR and Wallace signing the “Roerich Pact” for
protecting art and historical memories in time of
war at the White House, April 15, 1935

Last Years and Death
´ Afraid of media reactions, Wallace backed
off. Roerich finally realized that neither the
Soviets nor the Americans would help him
realize the earthly paradise of Shambhala.
He moved to India, where he died in 1947,
However, his dream lived on as an artistic
and spiritual legacy

Image: Monument to the Roerichs in Moscow, where their
ashes were moved from India in 1990

The Master Institute of United Arts
´ Roerich’s grand project in New York
had been the Master Institute of United
Arts, a school where all the forms of
spiritually oriented art would be taught
– including to children (right) – and
encouraged
´ He involved in the project several artists
interested in his spiritual ideas, including
Emil Bisttram (1895-1976), who became
an important teacher at the Master
School

Bisttram and TPG

´ In 1932, Bisttram (Oversoul, 1940, left)
decided to settle in Taos, New
Mexico, which was already home to
several artists interested in alternative
spiritualities, and where he would be
among the founders of the
Transcendental Painting Group (TPG),
an important movement in the history
of American abstract art

The TPG and the Earthly Paradise

´ A secret teaching of the TPG was that the
world would enter into an earthly paradise
(for which they were among the firsts to use
the expression “New Age”) in 1936 or shortly
thereafter – the date, of course, came from
Roerich.
´ Bisttram produced between 1936 and
1947 several hundred encaustics, which
were never sold, and shared with close
friends only. They were intended as mystical
objects, aimed at realigning the spiritual
forces and favoring the advent of the New
Age

Scene 5: Southbury, Connecticut

A Miniature
Earthly Paradise
´ Roerich also teamed up with
Russian novelist George
Grebenstchikoff (1883-1964)
and Count Ilya Tolstoy (18661933), son of the famous writer,
for yet another attempt at
building a miniature earthly
paradise: the utopian Russian
Village in Southbury,
Connecticut, which they
called “Churaevka,” from
Grebenstchikoff’s multi-volume
novel The Churaev Brothers

Mother Russia Lives in Connecticut

´ On December 5, 1931, Stalin destroyed with
dynamite the Cathedral of Christ the Savior
in Moscow. Churaevka’s chapel, designed
by Roerich, was intended as a spiritual
response to this destruction

“Sergius , the Laborer” and the Chapel

´ The chapel was dedicated to Saint Sergius, and Roerich seems to have realized in Churaevka
the construction he had depicted in 1925 in his well-known painting, Sergius the Laborer

Banners of the East

´ “Sergius the Laborer” was part of a series of 19
paintings, “Banners of the East,” depicting
teachers Roerich regarded as the most important
world religious figures, including Moses, Jesus,
Confucius, Buddha, Muhammad (above), and the
Mother of the World

Saint Sergius
and Roerich
´ Master Morya was not
included with this name in
the “Banners of the East,” but
for Roerich St. Sergius was an
incarnation of Morya. He is
said to have painted the
image of the saint at
Churaevka, although the
only old painting of St.
Sergius remaining in the
chapel does not seem to be
by Roerich

Paradise Lost

´ In the end, Grebenstchikoff
too rejected Roerich’s
mystical dreams and in the
early 1940s moved to Florida
to teach at Florida Southern
College. The Russian Village
experiment, which Roerich
had called a “shortcut to
paradise,” slowly collapsed

Conclusion: Yeoju

Roerich’s Legacy

´ Although Roerich’s grand political plans failed, his spiritual and artistic contribution to
nurturing in Russia and the West the aspiration to an earthly paradise was significant

Seeking the
Earthly Paradise
´ Many in the West maintain this
dream in their hearts. They may
now look with hope to Eastern
spiritual orders that, like Daesoon
Jinrihoe, teach that the path to
the earthly paradise, rather than
on political projects, relies on
benevolence, beneficence, and
self-cultivation
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